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We discuss the optimization of optical microcavity designs based on two-dimensional photonic crystals for
the purpose of strong coupling between the cavity field and a single neutral atom trapped within a hole. We
present numerical predictions for the quality factors and mode volumes of localized defect modes as a function
of geometric parameters, and discuss some experimental challenges related to the coupling of a defect cavity
to gas-phase atoms.
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A variety of passive and active optical devices can be
constructed by introducing point or line defects into a peri-
odic array of holes perforating an optically thin semiconduc-
tor slab. In such structures, light is confined within the defect
regions by the combined action of distributed Bragg reflec-
tion and internal reflection. This technique has been em-
ployed in making a microcavity semiconductor ~In-Ga-As-P!
laser @1# ~emitting at l51.55 mm), and for demonstrating
Si optical waveguides with sharp bends @2#. One can thus
easily envision the fabrication of integrated optical ‘‘net-
works’’ on a single chip, with numerous microcavity-based
active devices linked by passive waveguide interconnects.
The combination of high quality factor and extremely low
mode volume that should be obtainable in point-defect mi-
crocavities makes the photonic crystal ~PC! paradigm espe-
cially attractive for experiments in cavity quantum electro-
dynamics ~cavity QED! @3#, with potential applications in
quantum information technology. The primary focus of this
paper will be to discuss the optimization of microcavity de-
signs for cavity QED with strong coupling between defect
modes and gas-phase neutral atoms. This new paradigm for
cavity QED poses formidable technical challenges with re-
gard to atom trapping and the characterization of surface
effects, so we include some discussion of these issues and of
our current approaches to addressing them.
In Sec. II of this paper we begin by analyzing elementary
microcavities formed by changing either the refractive index
or radius of a single defect hole. We discuss in detail some
problems in previous finite-difference time-domain ~FDTD!
calculations done by our group @4#, as intuitions gained from
the resolution of these problems are important in the micro-
cavity design optimization for cavity QED. In Sec. III we
present our designs of microcavities optimized for strong
coupling between the cavity field and an atom trapped within
a hole of the PC. Based on numerical analysis using the
three-dimensional ~3D! finite-difference time-domain
~FDTD! method, we predict that quality factors over
33104 can be achieved in these structures. We also discuss
in this section the difficulty of estimating surface interactions
between a trapped atom and the semiconductor substrate, and
propose a technical strategy for confining gas-phase atoms
within a defect microcavity. Finally, in Sec. IV we describe a1063-651X/2001/65~1!/016608~11!/$20.00 65 0166procedure that we have developed for microcavity fabrica-
tion.
II. SINGLE DEFECT HOLE
The microcavities analyzed in this paper are formed by
introducing point defects into a dielectric slab patterned with
a hexagonal array of air holes. The thickness of the slab is d
and its refractive index is equal to 3.4. The spacing between
holes is denoted by a and the hole radius by r, as shown in
Fig. 1. We use l to specify the optical wavelength in air. In
our calculations of microcavity quality factors, the boundary
for separation of vertical from lateral loss ~i.e., the vertical
quality factor Q’ from the lateral quality factor Q uu) was
positioned approximately at l/2 from the surface of the
membrane. As the number of PC layers around a defect is
increased, Q uu increases and the total quality factor Q ap-
proaches Q’ . We will adopt a coordinate convention in
which x50, y50, z50 denotes the center of the cavity and
z50 is the middle plane of the slab.
The simplest method of forming a microcavity within the
structure shown in Fig. 1 is to change the radius or index of
refraction of a single hole. The former method is more inter-
esting from the perspective of fabrication, since the litho-
graphic tuning of geometric parameters of individual holes is
a simple process, but in this section we will consider both
methods. By increasing the radius of a single hole an accep-
tor defect state is excited, i.e., pulled into the band gap from
the dielectric band. On the other hand, by decreasing the
radius of an individual hole ~or by tuning its refractive index
between 1 and the refractive index of the slab! a donor defect
state is pulled into the band gap from the air band @5#. Ac-
FIG. 1. Optically thin slab patterned with a hexagonal array of
air holes.©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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in regions where the larger ~semiconductor! refractive index
was located in the unperturbed PC, while the electric field
energy density of donors is concentrated in regions where
there was air in the unperturbed PC. Since the electric field
intensity in air regions is small in the case of acceptor de-
fects, these are not good candidates for strong coupling with
a single gas-phase atom that would be trapped within a hole.
In this paper we will thus focus on donor states. For a dis-
cussion of acceptor states excited in an optically thin slab
perforated with a hexagonal PC array, readers are referred to
Ref. @6#.
A. Changing the refractive index of a single hole
Microcavity formation by alteration of the refractive in-
dex of a single defect hole in a hexagonal PC has been ana-
lyzed previously by our group @4#. In that analysis we pre-
dicted that dipole-like donor states ~such as the x-dipole
mode shown in Fig. 2! with quality factors up to 33104
should exist. We now believe that the quality factors of such
microcavities are limited to several thousand, for reasons dis-
cussed below. This discussion reveals the extreme sensitivity
of microcavity quality factors to small distortions to the local
PC geometry, which will later be used as a powerful design
tool in optimization for cavity QED.
In our previous work, mirror boundary conditions were
applied in the x, y, and z directions to achieve an eightfold
reduction in the computational grid size. We have since re-
alized that the manner in which even ~symmetric! mirror
boundary conditions are implemented in our finite-difference
time-domain ~FDTD! code results in numerical output that
properly corresponds to an analyzed structure with slight de-
formations relative to the intended structure. For example,
the set of mirror boundary conditions used to select the
x-dipole mode in a defect cavity leads to a deformation of the
FIG. 2. Electric field intensity pattern of the x-dipole mode.
Parameters of the structure are r/a50.3, d/a50.6, and in the used
discretization a515. The refractive index of the slab is 3.4 and of
the defect is 2.4. The plotted intensity patterns are for the x-y plane
at the middle of the slab.01660structure as shown in Fig. 3. Holes on the x axis are elon-
gated in the y direction by one point but the distance between
holes in the x and y directions is preserved. Because hole-to-
hole distances are preserved under this deformation, the half-
spaces y.1/2 and y,21/2 actually maintain the unper-
turbed PC geometry when holes in the central row are
elongated by 1/2 points in both the 6y directions. The sym-
metry of the PC surrounding the defect is therefore broken,
and this contributes to artificially high quality factors for
x-dipole modes. An even mirror boundary condition ~BC!
was also applied in the z direction in our previous analysis,
causing a slight error in the thickness of the slab. The correct
d/a ratios of the structures analyzed in Ref. @4# would be 0.6,
0.46, and 1, instead of the values 0.53, 0.4, and 0.93, as
noted there.
1. Perfectly symmetric cavity
We reanalyzed the structure with r/a50.3, d/a50.6,
ndefect52.4, nslab53.4, five layers of holes around the defect,
and a515 grid points. For this set of parameters, the pre-
dicted Q’ in Ref. @4# for the x-dipole mode was 33104. In
the present analysis, even mirror boundary conditions were
applied to the lower boundary in the z direction only, to
reduce the computation size by one-half and to eliminate
TM-like modes. Absorbing boundary conditions were ap-
plied to all boundaries in x and y directions and to the upper
boundary in the z direction. Under these BC’s the intended
symmetry of the defect structure was achieved. The initial
field distribution was chosen in such a way as to excite x or
y dipole modes selectively. For the x-dipole mode we now
calculate Q uu52260, Q’51730, and a/l 50.3137, and for
the y-dipole mode we calculate Q uu51867, Q’51007, and
a/l 50.3182.
FIG. 3. Deformation of the analyzed structure introduced by the
application of mirror boundary conditions along the x and y axes
and through the center of the defect. The applied mirror boundary
conditions select the x-dipole mode, whose electric field pattern is
shown in Fig. 2. Holes on the x axis ~in the central row, containing
the defect! are elongated by one point in the y direction. The refrac-
tive index of the defect is ndefect52.4. Parameters of the structure
are r/a50.3, d/a50.6, and in the used discretization a515.8-2
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and y-dipole modes comes partly from the asymmetry of the
structure introduced by imperfect discretization. In a two-
dimensional ~2D! PC with infinite slab thickness, these two
modes should be degenerate @4#. In the thin slab, however,
the y-dipole mode suffers more vertical scattering at the
edges of holes and, therefore, has a lower Q’ . For a non-
symmetric applied initial field distribution leading to excita-
tion of both x- and y-dipole modes, we calculated Q uu
52070, Q’51290, and a/l 50.316. This mode can be rep-
resented as a superposition of the x and y dipole, with
weighting factors depending on the initial field. Its quality
factor and resonant frequency depend on these weighting
factors.
2. Asymmetric cavity
Our explanation for the discrepancy between our current
and previous results leads us to ask whether a ‘‘real’’ ~inten-
tional! elongation of the central row of holes along the y axis
may actually improve the quality factor ~Q! of the x-dipole
mode. A possible disadvantage of this approach is the exci-
tation of acceptor states caused by enlarging holes in the
central row. We have therefore analyzed how a/l and Q of
the x-dipole mode in this structure changes as a function of
the elongation parameter p. Holes on the x axis ~including
the defect! are elongated in both the 6y directions by p/2
points, in such away that hole-to-hole distances are preserved
and the half-spaces y.p/2 and y,2p/2 maintain the un-
perturbed PC geometry. The structure parameters are r/a
50.3, d/a50.6, n53.4, ndefect52.4, and five layers of
holes surround the defect. The periodicity a used in these
calculations is equal to 15 grid points, and the elongation
step Dp51 corresponds to a/15. The results are shown in
Fig. 4. It is interesting that the frequency of the mode de-
creases as p increases, even though the amount of the low
refractive index material increases. However, the net amount
of low refractive index material does not matter; what does
matter is where the low refractive index is positioned relative
to the unperturbed PC. The explanation of the decrease in
frequency is very simple if we recall the x-dipole mode pat-
tern shown in Fig. 2. This is a donor type defect mode, which
concentrates its electric field energy density in low refractive
index regions of the unperturbed PC. As p increases, layers
of PC holes are moved away from the defect in the y direc-
tion. For example, the nth layer of holes parallel to the x axis
will be positioned at y56naA3/26p/2, instead of y5
6naA3/2. Therefore a large refractive index material will be
positioned at places where the mode expects to ‘‘see’’ air,
leading to a decrease in the mode’s frequency. By tuning the
mode’s frequency across the band gap, we can also tune its Q
factor, as noted previously @6#. For p53, Q’ reaches the
value of 20 000. The analyzed x-dipole mode mostly reso-
nates in the direction of the y axis, i.e., in the G X direction
of the photonic crystal. The tuning of the elongation param-
eter p is, therefore, analogous to tuning of a spacer in the
micropost cavity, which leads to tuning of the mode’s fre-
quency and Q factor. A more detailed explanation of the
effect of elongations on Q factors is given in The Appendix.01660By increasing the number of PC periods around the defect,
the total quality factor Q approaches Q’ , as shown in Fig. 5.
It is important to note that Q uu does not increase exponen-
tially with the number of PC layers around the defect, as
noted previously in Ref. @4#. Instead, it saturates at a large
number of PC layers. The reason is in the choice of a bound-
ary for separation of Q’ from Q uu , positioned at approxi-
mately l/2 from the surface of the membrane. From the ra-
diation pattern of the x-dipole mode we can see that some
portion of the out-of-plane loss mostly in the x direction still
gets collected in Q uu . This loss cannot be suppressed by in-
creasing the number of PC layers around the defect, and it
determines a value at which Q uu saturates. However, much
larger out-of-plane loss is collected in Q’ , which ultimately
determines the total quality factor Q.
Therefore, the dramatic improvement in Q factors of di-
pole modes over single defect microcavities can be obtained
by introducing a novel type of PC lattice defect, consisting of
the elongation of holes along the symmetry axes. We call it
fractional edge dislocation, by analogy with edge disloca-
tions in solid state physics. Edge dislocations are formed by
FIG. 4. ~a! Q factors and ~b! frequencies of x-dipole modes in
the structure shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the elongation param-
eter p. The structure parameters are r/a50.3, d/a50.6, n53.4,
ndefect52.4, a515, and five layers of holes surround the defect.8-3
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the other hand, we here insert only fractions of atomic planes
along the symmetry axes of a photonic crystal.
Unfortunately, at this time, we do not know how to con-
trol the refractive index of a single PC hole during the fab-
rication. For that reason in the next section we will consider
alternative methods of forming single defect microcavities,
which are much easier to construct by microfabrication.
Even after the elongation of holes on the x axis by 1 point,
Q factors of 30 000 were not obtained. This means that the
application of mirror BC’s at x50 and y50 planes causes
additional effects that lead to the overestimation of quality
factors. One of the reasons may be that the excited dipole
mode does not have a symmetry described by the applied
discretized mirror BC’s. This may be partly due to the struc-
ture imperfection caused by discretization. In order to avoid
problems caused by BC’s all the calculations in this paper
were done by applying the even mirror symmetry to the z
50 plane only, in order to select TE-like modes and to re-
duce the computation size by one-half. Absorbing boundary
conditions are applied to all boundaries in the x and y direc-
tions and to the upper boundary in the z direction. To prove
that the application of mirror BC’s at the lower z boundary
does not change Q, we also analyzed entire structures with
absorbing BC’s applied to all boundaries and obtained the
same results as in the analysis of one-half of the structure.
B. Reducing the radius of a single hole
Microcavities analyzed in this section are formed by re-
ducing the radius of a single hole to rde f . We calculate pa-
rameters of excited dipole modes for a range of microcavity
parameters and the results are shown in Table I. For all tabu-
lated results, five layers of holes surround the defect and a
520. Calculated Q’s are not very impressive, but they do
provide us with a good starting point for further optimiza-
FIG. 5. Q factor for p53, in the structure shown in Fig. 3, as a
function of the number of PC periods around the defect. The struc-
ture parameters are r/a50.3, d/a50.6, n53.4, ndefect52.4, and
a515.01660tion. Why did we decide to use a relatively small r/a ratio
for the PC? According to our calculations, increasing r/a
within the analyzed range leads to increases in the band gap
and reduction of lateral losses. However, vertical scattering
at the edges of holes also increases and Q’ drops. It is there-
fore important to find an optimum r/a which leads to small
vertical losses but preserves good lateral confinement, in or-
der not to increase the mode volume too much.
The band diagram for TE-like modes of a thin slab (n
53.4, d/a50.75) surrounded by air on both sides and pat-
terned with a hexagonal array of air holes (r/a50.275) is
shown in Fig. 6. These PC parameters are used in most of the
calculations in the next section. From the comparison of the
dipole mode frequencies tabulated in Table I and the band
diagram shown in Fig. 6, it can be confirmed that as the
cavity mode’s frequency approaches the bottom of the air
band, vertical losses decrease, but lateral losses increase,
which in turn leads to an increase in the mode volume. Our
goal in the next section will be to reduce vertical losses and
improve Q factors even further, while preserving small mode
volumes. For this purpose, we will explore fractional edge
dislocations. In Fig. 4, one can observe that an increase in
the elongation parameter p can be used to tune the Q’ factor
of a mode, but also leads to a decrease in the dipole mode’s
frequency. This implies that by increasing p, the mode is
pulled deeper into the band gap, away from the air band
edge, which leads to its better latteral confinement. There-
fore, we can simultaneously achieve a reduction in vertical
losses and an improvement in lateral confinement ~i.e., an
increase in both Q’ and Q i, and a reduction in the mode
volume!.
III. CAVITIES FOR STRONG COUPLING
In this section we consider the design of PC microcavities
to achieve strong coupling between the cavity field and a
single gas-phase atom, that is, an atom located in free space
rather than contained as an impurity in the dielectric slab.
Our long-term goal is to investigate photonic band-gap struc-
tures for single-atom cavity quantum electrodynamics in the
strong coupling regime @3#. For this purpose the microcavity
mode quality factor ~Q! has to be as large as possible and the
mode volume (Vmode) as small as possible. These two design
rules are also followed when designing PC microcavities for
semiconductor lasers. However, in a cavity for strong cou-
pling, an atom must be trapped at the point where it interacts
most strongly with the cavity field. Therefore an additional
design goal is imposed in this case: the cavity mode should
have the E-field intensity as high as possible in the air re-
TABLE I. Q factors of dipole modes excited in microcavities
formed by decreasing the radius of a single PC hole.
r/a rde f /a d/a a/l Q uu Q’
0.275 0.15 0.75 0.286 778 920
0.275 0.2 0.75 0.297 470 2078
0.25 0.15 0.75 0.277 230 1840
0.25 0.2 0.75 0.284 116 31908-4
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thin slab (n53.4, d/a50.75) surrounded by air
on both sides and patterned with a hexagonal ar-
ray of air holes (r/a50.275).gion. When designing a laser cavity, the problem is the op-
posite: one tends to maximize the overlap between the gain
region and the cavity field and, therefore, wants to have the
strongest E-field in the semiconductor region.
Mode volume (Vmode), critical atom (N0) and photon
(m0) numbers are defined as follows:
Vmode5
E E E e~r !uEu2dV
max@e~r !uEu2#
, ~1!
N05
2kg’
g2
, ~2!
m05S g’2g D
2
, ~3!
where k is the cavity field decay rate, proportional to the
ratio of the angular frequency of the mode (v0) and the
mode quality factor (Q):
k5
v0
4pQ , ~4!
g’ is the atomic dipole decay rate ~2.6 MHz for cesium! and
g is the coupling parameter at the point where we want to put
an atom:
g~r !5g0
e~r !uEu
max@e~r !uEu# , ~5!
g0 denotes the vacuum Rabi frequency:
g05g’A V0Vmode, ~6!
01660V05
cl2
8pg’
. ~7!
Strong coupling is possible if both N0 and m0 are smaller
than 1. Therefore, in order to predict whether the strong cou-
pling can occur, we must calculate upper limits of N0 and m0
and compare them to 1. In other words, it is acceptable if
calculated critical numbers are overestimated. As the number
of PC layers around the defect increases, the total quality
factor Q approaches Q’ and Vmode drops due to the better
lateral confinement. Hence we can calculate N0 and m0 by
assuming Q5Q’ and using Vmode calculated for five PC
layers around the defect.
For all calculations in this section, the refractive index of
the slab is n53.4, five layers of holes surround the central
hole, and a520. The elongation step Dp51 corresponds to
a/20, i.e., 5% of the lattice periodicity a. The material and
PC properties are chosen in such a way that cavities operate
at l5852 nm ~the wavelength corresponding to the D2
atomic transition in 133Cs).
A. Single defect with fractional edge dislocations
Let us study microcavities formed by reducing the radius
of a single hole and simultaneously applying the fractional
edge dislocation ~of order p) along the x axis. We will cal-
culate the dependence of the x-dipole mode properties on
parameter p. Parameters of the unperturbed PC are r/a
50.275, d/a50.75, a520, and the defect hole radius is
rdef /a50.2. The critical atom (N0) and photon (m0) num-
bers are shown as a function of the elongation parameter p
for the x-dipole mode in Fig. 7. Vmode did not change signifi-
cantly with p and it was approximately equal to 0.1(l/2)3 for
all structures. When p increases, the frequency of the mode
moves away from the band edge, towards the center of the
band gap, Q uu increases, and Q’ peaks at the value of 1
3104 for p52.8-5
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mode shown in Fig. 8, one can see that the electric field
intensity is very strong within the defect hole. Therefore, an
atom trapped there should interact very strongly with the
cavity field. From the calculated critical atom and photon
numbers, it then should be possible to achieve very strong
coupling. At l5852 nm the parameters of such a cavity are
r570 nm, d5190 nm, a5250, and rde f550 nm. Due to
extremely small mode volumes in these cavities, strong cou-
pling is possible even for moderate values of Q, as Q’ did
not exceed ;13104 in the parameter range of Fig. 7. Fur-
thermore, m0 is much smaller than N0, which means that we
can try to improve Q factors further at the expense of in-
creasing Vmode . Q factors above 13104 and similar values
of m0 and N0 can also be obtained for the cavity consisting
of a single defect with rde f /a50.2 and a fractional edge
FIG. 7. Parameters of the x-dipole mode in the single defect
structure (r/a50.275, d/a50.75, rdef /a50.2, n53.4, and a
520) as a function of the elongation parameter p: ~a! m0 and ~b!
N0.01660dislocation of order p, produced in the photonic crystal
whose parameters are r/a50.3, d/a50.65, and n53.4.
B. Tuning holes around the defect
Dipole modes are particularly sensitive to the geometry of
holes closest to the defect. By tuning these holes we can
induce frequency splitting of dipole modes and dramatically
influence their Q factors. In Ref. @4#, the variation of two
nearest neighbor holes along the x axis was analyzed. Here
we will test the influence of changing four holes closest to
the defect in the G J directions. The analyzed structure is
shown in Fig. 9. The radius of the central hole is reduced to
r2 and the radii of the four closest holes in the G J directions
are reduced to r1. These four holes are simultaneously
moved away from defect, by r2r1 in the G J directions,
which preserves the distance between them and the next
nearest neighbors in the same directions. This design will
improve the Q factor of the y-dipole mode and spoil the Q of
the x-dipole mode. We analyzed structures with various pa-
rameters, but our best result was obtained for r/a50.275,
d/a50.75, r2 /a50.2, r1 /a50.225, and a520. The electric
field intensity pattern of the excited y-dipole mode is shown
in Fig. 10, and its calculated parameters are a/l50.289 and
Q’54890. From Table I we can see that a dipole mode
excited in a single defect microcavity with this r2 /a , r/a ,
d/a had Q’52078. Therefore the tuning of four holes can
lead to a substantial increase in Q of the x dipole mode. The
disadvantages of this design include the excitation of defect
modes other than dipoles ~coming from variation of several
holes!.
FIG. 8. Electric field intensity pattern of the x-dipole mode ex-
cited in the microcavity formed by reducing the radius of a single
hole and simultaneously elongating holes on the x axis by two
points. ~a! Slice through the middle of the membrane, in the x-y
plane; ~b! x-z half-plane (z.0).8-6
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employing the idea of elongation of holes along desired di-
rections. Our mode of choice is the y dipole and we will
elongate holes sitting on the y axis by p points in the x
direction in such a way that the half-spaces x.p/2 and x
,2p/2 remain the unperturbed PC geometry. The depen-
dence of N0 ~which decreases with Q) on parameter p is
shown in Fig. 11. Vmode did not change significantly with p
and was in the range between 0.09(l/2)3 and 0.12(l/2)3.
The calculated m0 was around 531028 for all structures.
Again, a very strong coupling is achievable by this design,
and we note that Q’ at the point p52 achieves a value of
’3.33104.
FIG. 9. Tuning four holes closest to the defect in the G J direc-
tions. Their radii are reduced to r1 and they are simultaneously
moved away from the defect in the G J directions by r2r1. The
radius of the central hole is r2.
FIG. 10. Electric field intensity pattern of the y-dipole mode
excited in the cavity where four holes closest to the defect in the
G J directions are tuned. Their radii are reduced to r1 /a50.225 and
they are simultaneously moved away from the defect in the G J
directions by r2r1. The radius of the central hole is r2 /a50.2. PC
parameters are r/a50.275, d/a50.75, a520, and n53.4.01660C. Atomic physics
Given that microcavities with strong coupling parameters
can be designed and fabricated, two further technical issues
must be addressed in order to establish the feasibility of cav-
ity QED with neutral atoms in PC’s. First, we must identify
a method for stably trapping an individual atom within a hole
of the PC. Second, accurate estimates or measurements must
be made of the surface interaction between such a trapped
atom and the semiconductor substrate. Although definitive
solutions to these challenges are the subject of future work,
we include in this section a brief discussion of each topic.
In addition to the creation of photonic crystals, modern
microfabrication techniques enable the patterning of either
conductive wires or ferromagnetic materials at the micron
scale and below. As a result, it should be possible to con-
struct magnetic microtraps with field curvatures
;108 G/cm2 @7–10#. With this magnitude of field curvature
an Ioffe trap could hold a Cs atom with Lamb-Dicke param-
eter h;0.035 in the radial direction, yielding Dx;10 nm in
the ground state of the trapping potential and enabling
resolved-sideband laser cooling as a means of putting single
atoms in the ground state.
We are currently investigating fabrication and laser cool-
ing techniques for an atom-trapping scheme in which
micron-scale wires would be deposited on the surface of the
PC semiconductor substrate, such that the circular wire pat-
tern of an Ioffe microtrap are arranged concentrically around
a defect microcavity. The trap designs discussed in Ref. @7#
have a sufficiently large inner diameter not to disturb the
photonic band-gap structure of the defect cavity. Such a wire
arrangement would project a magnetic field with a stable
minimum at the geometric center of the microcavity, such
FIG. 11. N0 of the x-dipole mode in the structure where four
holes in the G J directions are tuned ~as shown in Figs. 9 and 10! as
a function of the elongation parameter p. Holes on the y axis are
elongated by p points in the x direction in such a way that the
half-spaces x.p/2 and x,2p/2 remain the unperturbed PC ge-
ometry.8-7
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hole and would therefore experience strong coupling. A simi-
lar geometry could be envisioned for microtraps based on
permanent magnets rather than current-carrying wires, which
would have significant advantages in terms of heat load to
the PC substrate.
A neutral atom trapped within a hole of a PC structure
will experience surface ~van der Waals! interactions that are
quite difficult to estimate. The significance of such interac-
tions is twofold. The sensitive dependence of the ground
state energy shift on an atom’s position will lead to mechani-
cal forces that must be compensated by the trap design. Dif-
ferential shifting of the atomic ground and excited states on
the cavity QED transition must also be accounted for, as this
will introduce a position-dependent detuning relative to the
fixed microcavity resonance. Although van der Waals shifts
can be computed for alkali atoms near dielectric or metallic
boundaries with simple symmetry @11,12#, the case of an
atom in a PC hole is far more complex. The local geometry
seen by a trapped atom will be that of a cylindrical hole with
finite extent, and a proper calculation must take into account
the overall modification of vacuum modes due to the ex-
tended photonic crystal. Furthermore, the resonant frequen-
cies of many atomic transitions that connect to low-lying
states, and therefore contribute strongly to their van der
Waals shifts, are above the band gap of the semiconductor
substrate. Such transitions will ‘‘see’’ an absorptive surface
while those below the band gap will see a dielectric surface.
This set of factors brings the complexity of the desired cal-
culation well beyond that of existing analytic results in the
literature. It should be noted that experimental measurements
of the van der Waals shifts in our proposed system would be
of significant interest for the general subject of quantum
electrodynamics of semiconductors.
We are pursuing a numerical strategy for estimating the
magnitude of surface interactions. In a linear response ap-
proximation, it should be possible to compute leading-order
contributions to the van der Waals shifts from FDTD simu-
lations of the electromagnetic field created by an oscillating
dipole source in the photonic crystal structure. While the
nature of the code does not allow us to compute directly the
backaction of the scattered field on the source dipole, we
believe that elementary field theory can be used to relate the
simulated field to van der Waals shifts. Our findings will be
reported in a forthcoming publication.
D. Coupled dipole defect modes
The significance of surface effects that could perturb
atomic radiative structure within the small defect hole is still
unknown. For that reason we will try to investigate ways of
increasing the radius of the hole where the coupling between
the atom and the cavity field should occur. Let us now ana-
lyze the cavity design where the strong E-field intensity can
be achieved in the center of an unperturbed hole. The idea is
to use coupling of two dipole defect states.
Resonant modes of the microcavity formed by coupling01660two single defects are presented in Fig. 12. Based on the
resultant electric field intensity in the central, unperturbed
hole, we call them constructively or destructively coupled
defect states. They have different frequencies as well as Q
factors. We will analyze properties of the constructively
coupled state, since the central, unperturbed hole would be a
good place for an atom.
We analyzed a series of structures with different param-
eters. The best results were obtained for two coupled defects
with rdef /a50.2 in a PC with the following parameters:
d/a50.75, r/a50.275, n53.4, and a520. Holes in the
G X direction, in columns containing defects, are elongated
by two points in the x direction. The mode pattern of the
constructively coupled defect state is shown in Fig. 13. Pa-
rameters of the mode are a/l50.29, Q’56100, Vmode
50.19(l/2)3, m051.531027, and N050.0135. An atom
can now be trapped in the central hole of an unperturbed
radius. For l5852 nm, this radius is r568 nm, which is a
FIG. 12. Electric field intensity patterns of the coupled dipole
modes: ~a! constructively and ~b! destructively coupled defect
states.8-8
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atom must be trapped within a 50 nm radius hole. Again, a
strong coupling is achievable in this cavity.
An alternative way of forming the coupled defects state is
represented in Fig. 14. We used the same PC parameters as
previously: rdef /a50.2, d/a50.75, r/a50.275, n53.4,
and a520. Holes in rows containing defects are elongated
by two points in the y direction. The mode pattern of the
constructively coupled defect state is shown in Fig. 14. Pa-
rameters of the mode are a/l50.288, Q’512 120, Vmode
50.14(l/2)3, m051.431027, and N050.0063. Strong cou-
FIG. 13. Electric field intensity patterns of the constructively
coupled dipole modes in the structure with the following param-
eters: rde f /a50.2, d/a50.75, r/a50.275, n53.4, and a520.
Holes in columns containing defects are elongated by two points in
the x direction.
FIG. 14. Electric field intensity patterns of the constructively
coupled dipole modes in the structure with the following param-
eters: rde f /a50.2, d/a50.75, r/a50.275, n53.4, and a520.
Holes in rows containing defects are elongated by two points in the
y direction.01660pling is achievable for an atom trapped in any of the two
central holes of the unperturbed radius ~positioned between
the defects!. For l5852 nm this radius is again r568 nm.
IV. FABRICATION
We have recently developed the fabrication procedure for
making these cavities in AlxGa12xAs. The material and PC
properties are chosen in such a way that cavities operate at
l5852 nm ~the wavelength corresponding to the atomic D2
transition in 133Cs).
FIG. 15. SEM pictures showing the top views of the fabricated
structures.8-9
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thick high molecular weight PMMA ~polymethylmethacry-
late! on top of the wafer. The PMMA layer is subsequently
baked on a hot plate at 150 °C for 20 min. A desired 2D PC
pattern is beamwritten on the PMMA by electron beam li-
thography in a Hitachi S-4500 electron microscope. The ex-
posed PMMA is developed in a 3:7 solution of
2-ethoxyethanol:methanol for 30 s. The pattern is then trans-
ferred into the AlxGa12xAs layer using the Cl2 assisted ion
beam etching. After that, the sacrificial AlAs layer is dis-
solved in hydrofluoric acid ~HF! diluted in water. HF attacks
AlAs very selectively over AlxGa12xAs for x,0.4 @13#.
Therefore the percentage of Al in our AlxGa12xAs layer is
around 30%. Finally, the remaining PMMA may be dis-
solved in acetone.
Three scanning electron microscopy ~SEM! pictures
showing top views of fabricated microcavity structures are
shown in Fig. 15. We are currently working to measure the
passive optical properties of such microcavities in order to
validate our theoretical predictions.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have theoretically demonstrated that PC
cavities can be designed for strong interaction with atoms
trapped in one of the PC holes. At present we are working on
further optimization of the design and the characterization of
fabricated structures.
Critical issues for further investigation include efficient
coupling of light in and out of the PC microcavity, as well as
accurate estimation of surface effects that could perturb
atomic radiative structure within the small defect hole. The
extremely small mode volume in these structures also poses
an interesting theoretical question of how standard cavity
QED models must be modified when the single-photon Rabi
frequency exceeds the atomic hyperfine spacing.
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APPENDIX: THE EFFECT OF FRACTIONAL EDGE
DISLOCATIONS
Any wavefront can be considered as a source of second-
ary waves that combine to produce distant wavefronts, ac-
cording to the Huygens principle. Let us assume that we
know the field distribution across the plane S, positioned in
the near field, above the free-standing membrane and parallel
to the membrane surface. The far fields can be considered as
arising from the equivalent current sheets on this plane.
Therefore, we can calculate the far field distribution and the
total averaged radiated power into the half-space above the
plane S @14#:016608P5
h
8l2E0
p/2E
0
2p
du df sin~u!K~u ,f!,
K~u ,f!5UNu1Lfh U
2
1UNf2Luh U
2
, ~A1!
h5Am0
e0
,
where NW and LW represent radiation vectors, whose compo-
nents in the rectangular coordinate system are proportional to
Fourier transforms of tangential field components at the
plane S @15#:
Nx52FT2~Hy!ukW i, ~A2!
Ny5FT2~Hx!ukW i, ~A3!
Lx5FT2~Ey!uhW i, ~A4!
Ly52FT2~Ex!ukW i, ~A5!
kW i5
2p
l
sin u~x cos f1 yˆ sin f!, ~A6!
FT2f ~x ,y !5E E
S
dx dy f ~x ,y !ei~kxx1kyy !. ~A7!
Therefore, just by knowing the Fourier transforms of the
tangential field components at the plane S, we can evaluate
the time-averaged radiated power P. From the previous ex-
pressions it is clear that the wave vector of interest kW i lies
within the light cone for any values of angles u and f in the
circular polar coordinate system ~i.e., ukW iu<2p/l). This im-
plies that the radiated power P depends only on the wave-
FIG. 16. Q factor computed using the FDTD method and from
the expression ~A1!, for the structure analyzed in Sec. II A 2.-10
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clear that by suppressing the Fourier components within the
light cone, one can reduce P. Having in mind that for the
x-dipole mode the Ey and Hx fields are odd with respect to
both x and y symmetry axes, Ny and Lx do not contribute
significantly to the integral in expression ~A1! ~they are both
equal to zero at any point in the k space with either kx or ky
equal to zero!. On the other hand, Ex and Hy field compo-
nents are even with respect to both x and y axes and their
Fourier transforms are generally nonzero at small wave-
vector values. However, by tuning the elongation factor p,
one can balance the energy in the positive and negative field
lobes and minimize the Fourier components of Ex and Hy
within the light cone. This also leads to a decrease in the
radiated power P. We can conclude that the improvement in
the Q factor after the application of fractional edge disloca-016608tions is due to the suppression of the wave-vector compo-
nents composing the defect mode, which are located within
the light cone. A more detailed explanation of this phenom-
enon and how it can be used to improve Q factors of other
types of modes will be presented in our forthcoming publi-
cations @15#.
The Q factor of a mode can be expressed as Q
5v(W/P), where W is the total energy of a mode in the
half-space z>0. The comparison between the Q factor cal-
culated using the method presented in this appendix, and Q’
previously estimated using the FDTD, for the structure from
the Sec. II A 2, is shown in Fig. 16. The plane S is positioned
directly above the surface of the membrane in this case.
From Fig. 5 follows that the total Q factor saturates at about
17 000, when the number of PC layers around the defect
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